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Abstract
In recent years, the integration of Flipped Classroom and gamification in teaching and learning process became popular in order to provide flexibility in teaching and learning process. The purpose of this study was to develop and validate the content of GamyFlip-Pro module in teaching and learning a topic Programming for pre-university students. This module was developed based on Sidek and Jamaludin’s Model, Flipped Classroom Approach, and The Five Steps of Applying Gamification in Education by Huang and Soman. The development process involves two main process namely; development of module draft, experts’ reviews and implementation of content validity for the modules. Since the development of module draft complete, four subject matter experts will review the module draft. Then, module modification was done based on suggestion and recommendations by subject matter experts followed by the process of calculation content validity of the module. The percentage of experts’ agreement obtained for this module ranged from 73% to 90%. This finding shows that GamyFlip-Pro module has a good content validity. This finding reinforces the use of flipped classroom and gamification approach in the design of teaching and learning modules and establish the pedagogy of flipped learning and gamification in teaching programming.
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Introduction
Flipped classroom and gamification are two increasingly popular approaches in Education field. Flipped learning was practiced by combined face-to-face and non-face to face teaching and learning approach (Zainuddin & Halili, 2016). According to Holland & Holland, (2014) and Zainuddin (2018) flipped classroom is a modern pedagogical approach which is gaining popular among an educator. The study on impact of flipped classroom to the student reported that the flipped classroom gave the positive impact toward students’ achievement, engagement, motivation and interaction (Trpkovska, Bexheti, & Cico, 2017; Tugun, Uzunboylu, & Ozdamli, 2017). Moreover, it is also proven that this approach promotes active participation of students and flexibility within educational processes (Flores & Silva, 2016). Through the flipped classroom practice, the classroom transform into an active, dynamic and authentic where educator guides and facilitate the students
to apply the concepts and engage creatively in the subject matter (Holland & Holland, 2014; Hwang & Lai, 2017).

Gamification defined as the use of game elements in the non-context games setting (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011). Games elements such as Point, badges, reward and leaderboard are used to give the new phenomenon in learning activity. According to Kapp (2014) and, Lee and Hammer (2011), gamification increase the student engagement in academic activities and encourage them to learn. Gamification will drive person to take voluntary actions in a predictable way. Although widely implemented in other countries, gamification is relatively a new concept among teachers in Malaysia (Ahmad, Din, Jamaluddin, & Fadzillah, 2017; Amreet Kaur & Raja Nor Safinas, 2016; Ong, Yeng, Hong, & Young, 2013).

Gamified Flipped classroom refers to the incorporating gamification elements with flipped classroom approach. Some study reported that the flipped classroom has no significant effect on student’s learning compared to the conventional learning (Boevé et al., 2017; Cakıroğlu & Öztürk, 2017; Chen, Wang, & Chen, 2014; Clark, 2015; El-Banna, Keengwe, 2014; Long, Cummins & Waugh, 2017; Tse et al., 2017; Whitlow & McNelis, 2017). Chen (2016) reported that the students skipped pre-class activity because they did not get used with pre-class practice. According to Chao, Chen and Chuang (2015), it was hard to make sure that students had truly watched the material for out-class activities. As for this concern, some scholar suggested to incorporate the gamification in flipped classroom approach.

Research Problem

Education in Malaysia is still not quite vulnerable to this approach and should be studied more (Rahman, Aris, Mohamed, Zaid & Abdullah, 2014). According to Lo and Hew (2017), the main problem of this alternative learning is the students not accustomed with this approach and the effect is the student chooses not to do. Grypp and Luebeck, (2015) reported that teachers might not comprehend the value of flipped classroom and unusual to this new instructional approach.

Therefore, this study focuses on the development of structured materials (modules) to be a guide for teachers and students to experience a structured flipped classroom approach and gamification in learning process. According to (Abu Bakar, 2013) the guidelines on how to implement the new pedagogy should be prepare for the teacher and students. This approach is very different compared to existing conventional way, so the information provided prior to implementation can help teachers and students to accept something new (Rahman, Aris, Mohamed, Zaid, & Abdullah, 2014). Components provided in a transactional manner have a consistent and effective effect on the success of the student (fund, 2007).

Research Objective

This study was undertaken to:

i. Identify the need to develop the GamyFlip-Pro module for a programming topic.

ii. Develop the GamyFlip-Pro module for pre-university students for the topic Problem Solving in Programming.

iii. Determine the validity of the GamyFlip-Pro module.
Methods
The development of GamyFlip-Pro module consists of three phases; conducting a need analysis study, development of GamyFlip-Pro draft module and determine the validity of the module.

Need analysis study conducted by researcher using the researchers’ developed questionnaire. Its conducted to the 10 Computer Sciences’ lecturers who were selected using purposive sampling and 30 students who learns Computer Science subjects. According to Creswell (2014), even the number of samples is small, it allows the researcher to investigate what has been studied more because the samples have in-depth information and familiar with the study.

After completing need analysis process, the next phase is development of GamyFlip-Pro draft module based on findings of theory, needs analysis, current and relevant literature, and curriculum review. This module developed based on Sidek and Jamaludin’s model which is suggests nine steps: 1) goal building, 2) identifying theories, rationales, philosophies, concepts, targets and timeframes, 3) need analysis, 4) setting objectives, 5) content selection, 6) strategy selection, 7) logistics selection, 8) media selection and 9) combining the module draft. The Figure 1 show the steps of module development by Sidek and Jamaludin.

![Diagram of Module Development Steps](image)

**Figure 1. The nine steps of Modul development phase proposed by Sidek and Jamaludin (2005).**

Flipped classroom approach by Sams and Bergmann (2012) were chosen as a theoretical for implementing the teaching and learning activities environment. The activities divided into two timeframes; out-class activities and in-class activities. The activities designed for out-class activities more to give the basic concept of learning content using relevant learning material while in-class activities designed to clear and enhance student understanding based on what they had learn before class (out-class activities).
In order to implement gamification approach in teaching and learning Problem Solving in Programming in the classroom, the Five Steps of Applying Gamification in Education proposed by Huang and Soman (2013) is embedded as a basic theoretical guideline in the development of GamyFlip-Pro module shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. The Five Steps of Applying Gamification in Education proposed by Huang and Soman (2013).](image)

Refer to the figure above, the step start with understanding the target audience consist of audiences’ age, learning abilities, skills, environment, students group size and the time frame of activities are crucial to help in designing a proper gamified lesson plan following by second step; defining the learning objectives which is comprises of general instructional goal, specific learning goal and the behavioral goal. In this step, the learning objectives stated in this module are derived from the curriculum specification by the Matriculation Division, Ministry of Education for Computer Science subject. Subsequently, in the next step is structuring the gamified experience. It was implemented in classroom setting using level and milestone as a benchmark for the students to achieve certain learning objectives. The last step is the module designer determined the appropriate gamification elements to be applied in the gamified lesson. Gamification elements such as points, level, badges, storyline, leaderboards are the elements to gamified students in learning activities.

Subsequently, in the third phase, is determination for validity of module draft were done. The module draft content has been validated by five expert panels comprises of the academicians and practitioners. The experts were chosen based on their experiences and expertise in module development, Programming contents, flipped classroom approach and gamification. The recommendation and critiques by an expert were identified and amendment was done. According to Sidek and Jamaludin (2005) and Tuckman and Waheed (1981), the content validity is considered as high when the value is exceeding the threshold of 70% while Yusri, Nik Yusof & Mohd Shah (2010) stated that the total value that exceeds 61% is considered that the module has a good content.

Findings

Need Analysis Phase

Collected data then analyzed and founded that there was a need to apply flipped classroom and gamification approach in teaching and learning Programming topic as most of the respondents reported that teaching and learning Programming is difficult and time constraint for both teachers
and students. Based on the need analysis, the researcher also found out that the students feel demotivated especially when learning the topic problem solving due to the weakness in problem solving skill and it becomes more difficult. The finding also shows that the requirement for development of module and implementation of gamification is high.

**Design and Development Phase**

This module covers the topic of Problem Solving in Programming syllabus for pre-university students. Basically, the contents of the module are divided into two sections. The first section is for modules’ introduction and the guideline of module. The second section is about teaching and learning activities that is designed based on flipped classroom and gamification approach.

The first section in this module provides a detail information about the flipped classroom and gamification approach and the module’s manual to the user. In this section, its divided into seven parts consists of the introduction, module’s philosophy, an overview of flipped classroom and gamification, module’s rationale, module’s objectives, and a manual on using this module.

The second section designed to facilitate the teacher to use the flipped classroom and gamification approach in teaching and serve as a platform for the students to experience a flipped classroom and gamification in a lesson. The first part of this section is storyline. The storyline is used to engage student into the gamified lesson. In the storyline, every student plays a role as a person that have a dream to become the top millionaire. Everyone has an opportunity to be the top millionaire but they need to learn through the course and join the challenge in order to collect the money. After the storyline, the next part consists learning activities presented in the form of daily lesson plans for the whole topic of the problem solving in programming through the approach of flipped classroom and gamification.

Learning activities designed for two different environments suggested by flipped classroom approach; out class and in class. Out class learning activity mostly use a web platform and focus on the user learn the course followed by money reward challenge activity in order to check the user’s understanding. while, in class activity students deal with complex issues related to the content topic. In classroom, activities designed to make the students engaged in student-to-student interactions, collaborations, and critical thinking with the instructor serve as a facilitator to support the student through the challenge activity.

These challenges activity divided into three, namely: 1) Money Reward Challenge 2) Property Reward challenge 3) Exclusive Reward Challenge. Every type of challenge provides a platform for student to check their content understanding about subject the content. For the money reward challenge, it consists of different level of question. The value of money indicates the level of question difficulties. The student allowed to buy a property using collected money from the activity challenge. For Property Reward Challenge, student must pass the challenge before they awarded with property. The property reward challenge done at every end of the sub unit. The different value of property indicates the level of learning topic. The last challenge is Exclusive Reward Challenge where the
student will be tested about overall topic that they had learn. In this challenge, high value of money is awarded to the student. Accumulate property value calculated to determine who will be the top millionaire. Module ended with Design My Property’s Look part where students using all the collected property to design their property look at the provided picture. To give a comprehensive overview of the module, Table I is referred.

| Table 1 : Section of GamyFlip-Pro Module |
|-------------------------------|------------------|
| First Part                     | Second Part      |
| Introduction                   | storyline         |
| Philosophy                     | Train Yourself Course |
| Overview of flipped classroom and gamification | Money Reward Challenge |
| Overview of Gamyflip-Pro Module | Property Reward Challenge |
| Rationale of Module            | Exclusive Reward Challenge |
| Objective of Module            | Design My Property’s Look |
| Module manual                  |                  |

Determination of Content Validity Phase

The content of GamyFlip-Pro module has been validated by five experts comprised of academicians and practitioners. This module is validated in three constructs including content knowledge, module activities and theoretical relation. Expert recommendations are collected to find similarities in ideas for identifying improvements that need to be made. Modification was done according to the suggestions of the expert. The results after computing the content validity of this module presented in Table 2.

| Table 2 : The value for calculation of content validity of module |
|-----------------------------|-------------------|
| Expert/Practitioner | Percentage (%) |
| 1                       | 82.0              |
| 2                       | 73.0              |
| 3                       | 81.0              |
| 4                       | 90.0              |
| 5                       | 77.0              |

The result for the calculation of content validity level by five experts showed a percentage value of more than 61%. Thus, this finding shows that GamyFlip-Pro module developed has a good content validity.

Conclusion

In this study, GamyFlip-Pro module is feasible to be use in teaching and learning a topic Problem Solving in Programming. Based on a combination of theoretical and empirical data, this study
is hoped to provide a guideline on how to experience learning activities through the integration of flipped classroom approach and gamification at each stage of learning an impact on existing teacher practices and pedagogy. Teacher and students have the opportunities to integrate the flipped classroom approach and experienced with gamified learning. Moreover, this module has been validated to possess high content validity by the judgement of the experts.

The results of this study can be used as a guidance for the persons involved in the planning, development and implementation of the curriculum to enhance the current curriculum, especially computer science subject. The method of teaching and learning in this module can be used as an example for all teacher to be more effective and create meaningful teaching for the students in the aspects of teaching aids, strategies and teaching approaches.
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